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COMPARE

HARMONY PURPLE USE CASES

Harmony Purple         Traditional Approaches  
Simple, all-in-one solution      Complex, multiproduct integrations 
Easy to use        High skills needed to use 
Low TCO        High TCO 
Ready to go in 1-2 days      Weeks to install and integrate 
Easy to understand reports      Complex reporting  
Low impact. Run scans on live systems    High impact. Take systems down to run scans 

    All-in-One vulnerability solution for small and mid-sized organizations 
    Certification Audits. Ideal for one-time audits of governments agencies and other organizations 
    Managed Security Services. Easy for VARs and MSSPs to deploy and centrally manage for multiple clients 
 
Attackers are going after small and mid-sized organizations with the same tools and techniques they use to 
attack large enterprises. Harmony Purple is the only all-in-one security solution that provides enterprise grade 
defense for small to mid-sized organizations.

Harmony Purple: 
A Better Vulnerability Management Solution

Over 60% of data breaches would have been prevented if the right patches were applied to the right 
systems. Traditional vulnerability scanning solutions find the open vulnerabilities in your IT systems,  
but do not identify which ones are the greatest risk to your organization. This is the problem we solve. 

Harmony Purple from Orchestra Group is an advanced, all-in-one vulnerability management solution 
that combines scanning with automated attack/defense analysis. Our unique 4-step process identifies 
the vulnerabilities that matter most to your company and shows you how to address them. Harmony 
Purple saves you time and money, and keeps your organization better protected from data breaches 
and ransomware.

HOW HARMONY PURPLE WORKS

Assess. Each vulnerability is assessed whether 
it is exploitable on the system. 

Scan. Low impact, agentless scan of IT systems 
finds and reports on all open vulnerabilities.

Analyze. Attack path analysis finds 
vulnerabilities that threaten the most valuable 
assets in the organization.

Recommend. Clear, concise reports identify 
what systems to patch and recommend config 
changes to better protect your most valuable 
assets.

ABOUT ORCHESTRA GROUP Orchestra Group’s mission is to address the major roadblocks that make it difficult for CISOs, CIOs, and their 
teams to manage cybersecurity risk. Orchestra Group addresses these challenges by combin ing management and operations of IS, IT, Risk and 
Compliance into a single platform. Visit us at www.orchestragroup.com




